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VIDEO CONTENT

Video content and Podcasts from different
crypto projects

PROMOTIONS
Shared promotions, introductions and price
pool from all kind of crypto projects

NETWERK EVENTS
Bringing the Crypto world together and
brainstorming about all kinds of aspects of
Cryptocurrencies, both for crypto traders and
crypto owners.

EVENTS, VIDEO
CONTENT AND
PODCASTS THROUGH
THE BLOCKCHAIN ALL
PROFITS SHARED WITH
OUR HOLDERS
PROJECT
We will organize events through the
blockchain, meaning? Bringing the Crypto
space together and brainstorming about all
kinds of aspects of cryptocurrencies, both for
crypto traders and crypto owners.
Crypto project owners can promote,
share, update their project on our platform, in
the beginning we will offer 25 projects a free
posting promo, to show their project to new
potential Holders. They can choose to share
an update, their explainer video, podcast or
do a major giveaway through our platform.
After we gained more and enough members
on our platform we will start offer package
deals to project owners. These packages
includes every available content we have.
From explainer videos to giveaways.
Crypto Traders can subscribe as a member
for free to follow the content on our website.
Later on we will charge a fee for a network
and live events.To be part of an event you
need a ticket to log in to our platform, only
then you can follow a network or live event.

All
podcast, video content, educational info and
promo info is free of charge and available for
everybody.
When a member or project owner is also an
Holder in DEJITARU ($DTU) they will receive a
discount percentage on everything we offer,
tickets for events, paid promotion, package
deals etc. The more $DTU they hold the bigger
the discount percentage.
If an Holder holds a certain amount of $DTU
they will receive free tickets for network and
live events.
Promotion
To gain more visibility and member on our
platform we start our project with promotions.
Project owners can promote their project on
our platform. Members need to register to see
all content, promotions and giveaways.
So we will attract more and more members to
our platform.

3D EVENTS
We are living in times where we are not free /
able to travel at random whenever we want. In
addition, the crypto industry is worldwide and
investors and Project owners are coming from
everywhere, so it is interesting for everyone to
organize Digital Crypto Events!
That is why we started Dejitaru. For all
traders and project owners. No need to travel
and still close!
Our events will take place in 3D format, this
can be in a studio, on the beach, huge
building or for example in a stadium. Projects
will be giving a choice between three
categories. Top page, Main page and sub
page. Each categorie has their participate
limits.
Top page: 5 projects
Main page: 10 projects
Sub page: 20 projects
So this means that each event can participate
35 projects. The visitor numbers are a lot
higher 45,000 unique visitors. Please note this
is a possibility, based on the tickets sold, a
choice will be made of the maximum unique
visitors per event.

It’s up to the project itself to decide what they
want to show during an event, whether that’s
live in blocks or a pre-live video. They can also
hold a Live AMA, for example. Projects can
really decide for themselves. The only theme
that we will attach to the event is
Cryptocurrency.
Members need a ticket to visit an event. After
purchasing this, they will receive a login code
to visit the event. It is up to the projects to
attract the attention of the visitors.
This is of course also possible through our
platform, In addition to our platform, it is a
fact that the top page and the main page
receive the most attention, but of course we try
to give direction to the program.
For example, if there is a live AMA or a
giveaway at a certain time, we will divide it so
that extra attention is given to the sub pages
between times.
What we ant to bring extra is that you will be
able to buy tokens from the project stands with
our own $DTU Tokens, RIGHT ON THE SPOT.
Through mycryptocheckout! No need to swap
the tokens first, just with a few clicks you can
purchase the new tokens!

VISIT PROJECT STANDS
PAY IN $DTU TOKENS
MEET NEW HOLDERS
AND PARTICIPATE IN
MAJOR GIVEAWAYS

EARN SYSTEM
Our earning system is simple.
Tokenomics = by holding $DTU your tokens
increase with every transaction.
Event profits = 30% of all Spot and
Promotion sales will kick back to our Liquidity
Pool!
Ticket profits = The more tickets sold for our
Events the more profit. 40% of ticket sales will
kick back to our Liquidity pool.

OPPERTUNITY
The Crypto Industry is worldwide and most of the
people are not completely free to travel around the
world for an Event. Definitely a market opportunity.
There are more than 12.000 projects in the Crypto
Industry in search for new Holders. Live Events are
not enough anymore, for the people who are active
in Crypto.
Thats where Dejitaru steps in! 3D Events…no need to
travel and still close!
Open your PC, visit Dejitaru.eu, purchase a ticket for
your events and log in!
You are now in a 3D environment where project
owners can explain, promote their projects, do live
AMAs or major Giveaways

BUY BACK AND BURN
We will buy back with 40% of the profits
that we make through our promotion
channel and our 3D Events!
Meaning…the most of the profits will kick
back in the Liquidity Pool and the tokens we
get in return will be Burned forever! This will
decrease the circulation supply and increase
the Market Cap!
The Buy back and Burn will be done
manually and this will also be announced in
advance so that Holders can take advantage
of the buy back and burn!

BLOCKCHAIN

MEMBERSHIP AND HOLDER
As mentioned before, the
memberships are free so that
everyone can enjoy the benefits of
DEJITARU.
However, if you are also a Holder of
DEJITARU, you will benefit from a
discount on network and live events,
and you can also benefit from a
number of extras.
For example, we will make a special
giveaway page where only Holders
have access to and have a chance to
win the giveaways and there will be
network or live events for which only
a few tickets are available, these will
be distributed among the members
who are also Holders of DEJITARU.
The more $DTU you own, the more
benefits you get on our platform.

TEAM

BSC Network, part of the Binance
group with their own Coin $BNB
We choose the Binance Smart Chain
network because of the low fees and
the major general public that visits the
network daily.

projects running on Binance
Smartchain.
So Binance will continue to increase
with their Coin and on their way to set
new ATH.

We firmly believe in a strong rise of
Binance when all accusations are off
the card. If they are found guilty,
there will not be much impact on the
blockchain as there are thousands of

PROFESSIONALS
HARD WORKING
TRANSPARANT
DEDICATED
HONEST
PEOPLE

We have a dedicated team with lots
of knowledge in finance, business,
marketing, legal and Socials.

Besides the crypto space we have lots
of experience as business owners,
mental health care and legal advice!

This isn’t a small project or memecoin,
this will be challenging, hard work, a
lot of networking and a real joy when
we can make it happen.

We are also in close contact with
other project owners.
We have done several projects and
have been entrepreneurs for more
than 15 years!

Imagine a major platform where
everything meets everybody! A
platform for the crypto starter,
medium or experienced trader,
project owners who can share ideas
or work together.

In those 15 years as entrepreneurs,
we have built up a major network of
people who are specialized.

All and only about cryptocurrencies,
this will not only be unique, this will
be frontpage news!

TOKENOMICS
DEJITARU token in case anyone needs
to recall the definition- is essentially a
crypto coin based on a blockchain
platform that can be exchanged with
another blockchain, and that provides
many incentives to the holders of
DEJITARU token.
Now, tokenomics. The term is formed
by pairing up the two words token and
economics.
So the word tokenomics basically
points to the economics of a crypto
token; tokenomics refers to all the
qualities of a crypto token that makes it
appealing to investors.

Our tokenomics is set to increase the
tokens of holders with every
transaction made.
Every transaction means buy and sell
transactions, a buy of sell cost 10%
fee. Which will divided in 4% back to
the Holders of $DTU, 4% split in
50/50 will return to our Liquidity Pool
and 2% will go to our marketing
wallet.
The Marketing wallet is needed to
keep promoting our project to the
people. This will be an ongoing
activity!

CHARITABLE
Charity Foundation
On our way to financial freedom
we will not forget our social
duty and will regularly choose a
charity to donate.
Not only will this help the
selected charity, but it will also
benefit our project. We cause
social involvement and visibility.
In addition, we must not forget
that this is a necessity in the
world we are currently in,
DEJITARU recognizes this and

will definitely do its part
financially and socially.
Our community will also play an
important role in this through
voting rights. This does not only
apply to our project, but to
several choices that have to be
made.
The community is involved as
much as possible in the choices
that have to be made.

PRODUCT PACKAGE

PHYSICAL EVENTS

To generate brand awareness, we will
initially have 15 projects promoted for
free through video content, podcasts,
giveaways, etc. After these 15
projects we will start with our
package deals!
This will not be extremely high
amounts, but enough to add back to
our liquidity! In addition, every
promotion will be accompanied by a
giveaway so that we create a lot of
enthusiasm.
One thing is certain, if you want to be
part of our platform as a project, it
must be a legit project, preferably a
doxxed team, liquidity must be locked
and absolutely no honey pot!
Fortunately, we have the expertise to
check this!

We will use 3 different package
deals, all specialized to reach
potential holders, because of this we
as DEJITARU get a lot of attention,
which makes us grow as a community.
In addition, we assume that free
members of our platform will
ultimately also want to benefit from
the extras that we offer as Holder, so
that they will also invest as Holder in
$DTU.
When we eventually start earning as
$DTU, our Holders will benefit
immediately. Since a percentage of
every deal sold goes to the LP! In
addition, they will of course benefit
from the Giveaways
The The prices of the package deals
can be found on our website.

COMMUNITY
Once or twice a year we will
organize a physical event. One time a
network event, the other time a
conference or festival. It just depends
on what is needed at that moment
and what there is enthusiasm for. We
will gauge this through e-mail
campaigns and polls on our platform.
When we talk about a network event
or conference, we are dealing with
interested parties from the crypto
world, from crypto traders to owners.
We will also approach certain
speakers from the crypto industry to
give lectures or seminars to make it
interesting for everyone.
When we talk about a festival, we
mainly do this to celebrate something

and to create something unique.
Organizing a festival fully paid for in
crypto, both the tickets and the drinks,
music etc. Give an example of what
the future could look like if crypto
becomes a legal means of payment!
This is again news page material! As
a result, we will create even more
brand awareness among a new target
group.
We are aware that a large part of the
Holders come from abroad, so there
will be a number of giveaways.
Including a fully catered weekend,
including travel costs, accommodation
costs and entrance tickets for 2
people.

TIERS
We are known for taking great care
of our community! We do this
consciously and for a number of
reasons!
You can have such a good project but
if you are not good for your
community and/or investors then it
will never be a success! Your
community in your foundation next to
a good plan! No project without a
good plan, and of course no project
without a community! All for one, one
for all!
That is why we communicate
transparently and openly to our
community and, where necessary, we
also let the community decide on a
number of choices that must be made.

This will be the same for this project
again! Open communication, 100%
transparency, a good plan and
concept and the right team behind the
project. The chance of success is
therefore very high!

DISCLAIMER DEJITARU
The information contained in this paper
is purely for informative purposes.
This paper does not constitute legal
advice, investment advice, or business
advice and you are not authorized to
use it for such purposes. If you take
any action based on the information
contained in this whitepaper it will be
at your own risk. If you need any help

regarding a course of action you
decide to take or not take in relation to
the content of this whitepaper, you
should contact a licensed legal advisor
or attorney in the relevant jurisdiction
where you need or want help.
Those who contributed to making this
whitepaper are not responsible for any
decisions, behavior, or other actions

TIER 1

0 - 1.000 tokens
Benefits
10% discount on network and Live Events
Voting rights for Charity donations

TIER 2

1.000 - 5.000 tokens
Benefits
15% discount on network and Live Events
Exclusive giveaways from DEJITARU
Voting rights for Charity donations, Platform decisions

TIER 3

5.000 - more tokens
Benefits
20% discount on network and Live Events
Exclusive giveaways form DEJITARU and other projects
Voting rights for Charity donations, Platform decisions and Team Decisions

